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Here it is! This is the All-New Fire TV User Manual that should have come in the box!BONUS - Sign
up to our free monthly newsletter and never miss news, views, tips and tricks of your favorite
streaming media devices, including the Fire TV.From the Number 1 Best Selling authors in
Computers and Technology, this clear and concise guide will show you how to get the very best
from your new Fire TV Media Player, now with support for 4K Ultra HD. Step by step instructions
will take you from newbie to expert in just one hour!About the Authors:Tom and Jenna Edwards are
the Tech authors behind the Number 1 Best-selling e-books 250+ Best Kindle Fire HD Apps for the
New Kindle Fire Owner and Kindle Fire HDX User Guide: Newbie to Expert in 2 Hours!
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I am not a technology person so anything that can help me I greatly appreciate. So this book caught
my attention when we got our new gadgetâ€” Fire TV. I thought this TV is a game changer but how
to use it. This book was an excellent guide. The author explains how The Fire TV is best way to

watch Instant movies and TV. The book also explains that Prime subscribers can stream thousands
of titles for no additional charge and how Voice-search feature works well. I love the pictures and
graphics used throughout the book. The author explains how content streams lightning-fast. And
supported third-party apps include Netflix, YouTube, Hulu Plus, Watch ESPN, and Pandora, as well
as hundreds of games. The author provides a quick and easy explanation on basic setup and
navigation. The author even includes a troubleshooting guide. And as promised I learned it all within
an hour. Great guide and Great read.

A neighbor friend of mine has Roku and was recently complaining about how NOT user friendly it
was. She has a struggle every time she tries to use it, and frankly, her issues with that streaming
service made me wary of buying it or any other streaming device.But then, had an unbeatable price
for both the Fire TV and the Fire HDX7 bundled together--it was like getting a discount on the HDX
7 and the Fire TV for practically free. I couldn't resist!However, I was holding off bit on getting my
Fire TV set up--the words of my friend ringing in my head. I'd been haviing a bad week when they
both arrived and setting up anything was beyond my capability given my stress level. Then I found
out that the Edwards' had a new title devoted to the new product. Having been very satisfied with
their other user guides, I got this as soon as I heard about it.Talk about taking all the pain and
frustration out of this new technology! A user guide like this should be included with the purchase of
Fire TV if you ask me--the in box documents weren't very helpful and pretty sparse. This Kindle title
on the other hand includes every thing I thought I needed to know and a lot more I didn't even
anticipate.Tom and Jenna Edwards have a unique, welcoming writing style--you almost feel that you
are talking to an old friend. The information in this guide is perfectly understandable. I'm no rabidly
tech savvy kid, I'm a late middle aged woman whose ability to keep up with the fast pace of
technology is not the greatest. If I could understand and follow the instructions, tips and other
information in this guide---anyone with an IQ above a potato can too.Well done, and well worth the
price, I highly recommend this Kindle book!

Very basic, keeps referring to updates that may or may not happen. I was hoping for a tutorial so I
could master this equipment. It more or less describes what an HDMI cable is and where it goes.
Sorry folks, but if you're not past that point already, maybe you don't need an Fire TV.Don't get me
wrong, there are a few nuggets of good information in here... just not enough to justify the cost. I
think that might have included this free with the purchase of the equipment.

I'm an older man who doesn't work so well with tutorials and needs a nuts and bolts old fashion
instruction manual that takes my by the hand knowing I know nothing and walks me through the
process... This book does it the old fashion way... Heck I mastered my Fire TV faster then my 18
year old grandson... Ha, one for the old guys...

PLUS-- Free Updates when you sign up to their newsletter. That's a terrific touch and the authors
tell you right away, that with the speed of tech today, and new items comin out all the time, they try
to stay on top of it so we the customer can. I appreciate that. Don't like to be kept in the dark..I know
people who have all the different TV systems, Apple, Google, what have you-- like all the varied
gaming systems. Some like it that way, I try to stick with just one, & decided on Fire... but not being
a tech-geek, I knew I'd need help. This book actually helped decide me just here recently.It's got it
all covered, and in easy to decipher hieroglyphs for this old curmudgeon!

I got an Fire for my birthday, but the documentation included was sparse, to say the least.Enter this
title! Written in a manner that is simple for most ages to comprehend and master, this is not some
tome full of techno-babble!The authors walk you though what the Fire is, what it can do, and best of
all, how you can do it. They (the authors) also offer free updates to this title that you can take
advantage of easily.Don't miss their in depth, yet easy to understand, descriptions of the many
channels, all the video and music, that Fire users have access to - there is sure to be something for
everyone. And games, don't forget the games!My favourite section (besides the troubleshooting
section) was the peek at the delights to come for Fire users - we have a LOT to look forward to.

Perfect! Exactly what I was looking for. Helped me get my Fire TV connected to my account and
tablet and now everything works. I love how you can use Fire TV to watch every movie & music
service (hulu, netflix, etc.) from one centralized location, which is perfect... especially for families or
those with roommates. I had no clue at all the features this book shows you how to use. We had fun
playing with the voice search features. Glad these guys made this book to show you how to do
everything. If you have any questions about Fire TV, this is for you.
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